ln this chapter we review:
• Why it is important to know about the error and uncertainty in CFD
calculations
• Definitions and causes of error and uncertainty
• Methods to quantify error and uncertainty in CFD results: verification
and validation
• Best practice in CFD as a systematic approach, which seeks to achieve
the highest possible levei of confidence in CFD simulation results for
the available resources

Errors and
uncertainty
in CFD

During the 1990s the benefits of CFD were recognised by large corporations,
small and medium-sized enterprises alike, and it is now used in designl
development environments across a wide range of industries. This has
focused attention on 'value for money' and the potential consequences of
wrong decisions made on the basis of CFD results. The consequences of
inaccurate CFD results are at best wasted time, money and effort and at
worst catastrophic failure of components, structures or machines. wloreover,
the costs of a CFD capability may be quite substantial:
• Capital cost of computing equipment
• Direct operating cost: software licence(s) and salary of CFD specialist(s)
• lndirect operating costs: maintenance of computing equipment and
provision of information resources to support CFD activity
The value of a modelling result is clear - time savings in design and product
improvement through enhanced understanding of the engineering problem
under consideration - but rather harder to quantify. The application ofCFD
modelling as an engineering tool can only be justified on the basis of its
accuracy and the levei of confidence in its results. With its roots in academic
research, CFD development was initially focused on new functionality and
improved understanding without the need to make very precise statements
relating to confidence levels. Engineering industry, however, has a long tradition of making things work within the limitations of the current state ofknowledge, provided that the confidence limits are known. Assessment of uncertainty
in experimental data, for example, is a well-established practice, and the relevant techniques (should) form part of every engineer's basic education.
To address the issue of trust and confidence in CFD the fraternity has
now carried out extensive reviews ofthe factors influencing simulation results
and devc10ped a systematic process, akin to the estimation of uncertainty in
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experimental results, for the quantitative assessment of confidence levels.
This has led to the formulation of a number of guidelines for best practice in
CFD, the most infiuential ofwhich are the AIAA (1998) and ERCOFTAC
(2000) guidelines. In this section we give a review of the most important concepts
in the study of errors and uncertainty in CFD and summarise the recommendations for the conduct ofCFD simulations contained in the two guides.
In the context of trust and confidence in CFD modelling, the following
definitions of error and uncertainty have now been widely accepted (AIAA,
1998; Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002):
• Errar: a recognisable dcficicncy in a CFD modcl that is not caused by
lack of knowledge. Causes of errors, defined in this way, are:
(i) Numerical errors - roundoff crrors, itcrativc convergence errors,
discretisation errors
(ii) Coding errors - mistakes or 'bugs' in the software
(iii) Use r errors - human errors through incorrect use of the software
Uncertainty: a potential deficiency in a CFD model that is caused by
lack of knowledge. The main sources of uncertainty are:
(i) Input uncertainty - inaccuracies due to limited information or
approximate representation of geometry, boundary conditions,
material properties etc.
(ii) Physical model uncertainty - discrepancies between real fiows and
CFD due to inadequate representation of physical or chemical
processes (e.g. turbulence, combustion) or due to simplifying
assumptions in the modelling process (e.g. incompressible fiow,
steady fiow)
Coding and user errors are the most insidious forms of errors. The wellpublicised failure on 23 September 1999 of NASA's Mars Climate Orbiter
space mission was subsequently attributed to incompatibility between pieces
of software written in SI and Imperial units, which shows that coding errors
can catch out even the most sophisticated users and organisations. User error
may be reduced or eliminated to a large extent through adequate training and
experience. Systematic reduction of coding and user errors falls within the
remit of software engineeringl quality assurance. For the purposes of this
introduction we assume that the code is correct and that user error is negligible. We focus our attention on the remaining unavoidable causes of errors
and uncertainty and highlight their effects on CFD results. We describe the
procedures for verification and validation of CFD aimed at quantitative
assessment of errors and uncertainty in its results. Finally, we give a summary of available guidelines for best practice and make recommendations for
the reporting of CFD model results.

IB

Numerical erTOrs

CFD solves systems of non-linear partial differential equations in discretised
form on meshes of finite time steps and finite control volumes that cover the
region of interest and its boundaries. This gives rise to three recognised
sources of numerical error:
• Roundoff erro r
• Iterative convergence error
• Discretisation error
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We briefly discuss each of these causes of errar in tum and highlight methods
to control their magnitude.
Roundoff errors

Roundoff errors are the result of the computational representation of real
numbers by means of a finite number of significant digits, which is termed
the machine accuracy. Roundoff errars contribute to the numerical error in
a CFD resulto These can generally be controlled by careful arrangement
of floating-point arithmetic operations to avoid subtraction of almost equalsized large numbers or addition of numbers with very large difference in
magnitude. In CFD computations it is common practice to use gauge
pressures relative to a specified base pressure (e.g. in incompressible flow
simulations a zero pressure value is set at an arbitrary location within the
computational domain). This is a sim pie example of errar control by good
code design, since it ensures that the pressure values within the domain are
always of the same order as the pressure difference that drives the flow.
Thus, the calculation with floating-point arithmetic of pressure differences
between adjacent mesh cells is not spoilt by loss of significant digits as would
be the case if they were evaluated as the difference between comparatively
large absolute pressures.
Iterative

convergence

errors

Figures 6.6-6.8 show that the numerical solution of a fiow prablem requires
an iterative processo The final solution exactly satisfies the discretised flow
equations in the interior of the domain and the specified conditions on its
boundaries. If the iteration sequence is convergent the difference between
the final solution of the coupled set of discretised flow equations and the current solution after k iterations reduces as the number of iterations increases.
In practice, the available resources of computing power and time dictate that
we truncate the iteration sequence when the solution is sufficiently dose to
the final solution. This truncation generates a contribution to the numerical
erro r in the CFD solution.
Before moving on we briefly consider methods used in CFD codes to
truncate the iterative processo To determine whether it is worth making
additional effort to get doser to the final solution we would ideally like a
truncation criterion in the form of a single number that can be tested against
a pre-set tolerance. There are several different ways of constructing practically useful truncation cri teria in CFD, but by far the most common one is
based on so-called residuais. The discretised equation for general fiow variable i/> at mesh cell can be written as follows:

i

(10.1)

where subscript

i indicates

the control volume

The final solution will satisfy equation (10.1) exactly at ali cells in the mesh,
but after k iterations there will be a difference between the left and right
hand sides. The absolute value of this difference at mesh cell is termed
the local residual RT:

i
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(10.2)

wherc supcrscript

(k) indicates

the current

itcration

count

To gct an indication of the convergence
behaviour across the whole flow
field, we define the global residual RI/>, which is just the sum ofthe local residuaIs ovcr ali M control volumes within the computational
domain. After k
itcrations we have

(RI/»(k)

=

M"ll

= ~

~(Rt)(k)

~anbl/>nb

r
i

(10.3)

+ b~k)

-

(apl/>p)\k)

I

Note that the absolute value in the dcfinition of the local residual prevents
cancellation
of positive and ncgative contributions
of similar size, which
would result in a zero global residual whilst some or ali of the local residuaIs
are non-zero.
Inspection
of equation (10.3) shows that the magnitude
of the global
residual RI/> dccreases as we get closcr to the final solution, since the size of
thc local residuaIs should decrease in a converging sequence. Thus, it would
sccm that RI/> might be a satisfactory singlc number indicator of convergence.
However, the global residual will be larger in simulations
where the flow
variable
has a larger magnitude,
so we would need to specify different
truncation values for RI/>. This can be resolved if we use a global residual that
is scaled to take out the magnitude of 1/>. Thus, we define the normalised
global residual Rt for flow variable
after k iterations as follows:
I/>

I/>

(R,t)(k)

= (RI/»(k)

/

(10.4)

F RI/>

where F RI/> is thc normalisation

factor

The normalisation
facto r F RI/> is a reference leveI of the residuaIs for flow
variable 1/>. Three common normalisation
methods are given below:
(IO.Sa)

(lO.Sb)

(lO.Sc)

In definition (lO.Sa) the global residual is normalised
by its own size at
iteration ko (ko '/:. I and usually < 10). In (lO.Sb) the total rate of flow of into
the domain is used as the normalising factor. Finally, definition (lO.Sc) uses
the absolute value of the left hand side of equation (10.1) summed over ali
mesh cells. The three different choices of normalisation
factor each have
I/>

advantages and disadvantages in specific cases. Whichever definition is used,
the normalised global residual is always equal to zero when the final solution
so it is
is reached. Moreover, Rt does not require case-by-case adjustment,
a satisfactory average mcasure of the discrepancy between the final solution
and the computed solution after k iterations.
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In commercial CFO codes the convergence test in the iteratiye sequences
(see Figures 6.6-6.8) invoh'es specification of tolerances for the normalised
global residuaIs for mass, momentum and energy. An iteration sequence is
automatically truncated when ali these residuais are smaller than their preset maximum value. Oefault values for the tolerances, which have been
determined by systematic trials to give acceptable results for a wide range of
fiows, are supplied by the code vendors. For high-accuracy work it may be
necessary to reduce the values of these tolerances from their default values to
control and reduce the magnitude of the contribution to the numerical error
due to early truncation of the iteratiye sequence.
Discretisation

errors

Temporal and spatial derivates of the fiow variable, which appear in the
expressions for the rates of change, fiuxes, sources and sinks in the governing equations, are approximated in the finite volume method on the chosen
time and space mesh. We have shown in Chapters 4 and 5 that this involYCs
simplified profile assumptions for fiow variable </J, and Appendix A shows
that this practice corresponds to the truncation of a Taylor series. The discretisation error is associated with the neglected contributions due to the
higher-order terms, which gives rise to errors in CFO results. Control of the
magnitude and distribution of discretisation errors through careful mesh
design is a major concern in high-quality CFO. In theory, we can make the
discretisation error arbitrarily small by progressive reductions of the time
step and space mesh size, but this requires increasing amounts of memory
and computing time. Thus, the ingenuity of the CFO user as well as
resource constraints dictate the lowest achievable leveI of the contribution to
the numerical error due to the simplified profile assumptions.

ai

Input uncertainty

Input uncertainty is associated with discrepancies between the real fiow and
the problem definition within a CFO mode\. We consider data inputs under
the following headings:
• Oomain geometry
• Boundary conditions
• Fluid properties
Below we give examples of the factors that can lead to uncertainty in CFO
results for each of these three categories of input data.
Domain geometry

The definition of the domain geometry involves specification of the shape
and size of the region of interest. In industrial applications this may come
from a CAO model of, say, a fiow duct. It is impossible to manufacture the
duct perfectly to the design specifications; manufacturing tolerances will
lead to discrepancies between the design intent and a manufactured part.
Furthermore, the CAO model needs to be converted to be suitable within
CFO. This conversion process can lead to discrepancies between the design
intent and the geometry within CFO. Similar comments apply to the surface
roughness. Finally, the boundary shape in CFO is a discrete representation
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of the real boundary, e.g. by means of straight lines or simple curves connecting boundary nodes. In summary, the macroscopic and microscopic
geometry within the CFO model will be somewhat different from the real
flow passage, which contributes to input uncertainty in the model results.
Boundary conditions

Apart from the shape and surface state of solid boundaries, it is also necessary to specify the conditions on the surface for ali other flow variables, such
as velocity, temperature, species etc. It can be difficult to acquire this type of
input to a high degree of accuracy. Simple assumptions, e.g. given temperature, given heat flux, adiabatic wall, are often made in the computations; the
accuracy of these will affect the calculation result.
The choice of type and location of open boundaries through which flow
enters and leaves the domain is a particular challenge in CFO modelling.
Boundary conditions are chosen from a limited set of available boundary
types. In Chapter 2 we reviewed the main conditions at flow inlets: (a) fixed
pressure, (b) fixed mass flow rate, or (c) given distributions of velocity and
turbulence parameters. At flow outlets we can specify (i) pressure in conjunction with any of the inlet conditions or (ii) an outflow boundary condition (zero rate of change in the flow direction for ali flow variables) in
conjunction with specified mass flow rate (b) or velocity (c).
There must be compatibility between the chosen open boundary condition type and the flow information available on the chosen surface location.
In some cases, we only have partial information, e.g. average velocity and
some indication of velocity distribution but no information on the turbulence
parameters. Missing information must now be generated on the basis of past
experience or inspired guesswork. In other cases, the assumed boundary
condition may only be approximately true. For example, the pressure is
assumed to be uniform on a fixed pressure boundary, but might actually be
somewhat non-uniform. A contribution to the input uncertainty is associated
with the inaccuracy of ali assumptions involved in the process of defining the
boundary conditions.
The location of the open boundaries must be sufficiently far from the area
of interest so that it does not affect the flow in this region. Solution economy
on the other hand dictates that the domain should not be excessively large,
so a compromise must be found, which may cause discrepancies between
the real flow and the CFO model, resulting in a contribution to the input
uncertainty.
Fluld properties

Ali fluid properties (e.g. density, viscosity, thermal conductivity) depend
to a greater or lesser extent on the local value of flow parameters, such as
pressure and temperature. Often the assumption of a constant fluid property
is acceptable provided that the spatial and temporal variations of the flow
parameters influencing that property are smalI. The application of this
assumption also benefits solution economy, since CFO models converge
more quickly if fluid properties remain constant; however, errors are introduced if the assumption of constant fluid properties is inaccurate. If the fluid
properties are allowed to vary as functions of flow parameters we have to
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contend with errors due to experimental uncertainty in the rclationships
describing the fIuid properties.

Physical model
uncertainty

Limited accuracy or lack of valid/ty of submodels
CFD modelling of complex fIow phenomena, such as turbulence, combustion,
heat and mass transfer, involves semi-empirical submodcls. They encapsulate
the best scientific understanding of complex physical and chemical processes. The submodels invariably contain adjustable constants derived from
high-quality measurements on a limited class of simple fIows. In applying the
submodels to more complex fIows we extrapolate beyond the range of these
data. Doing this, it is tacitly assumed that the physicsl chemistry does not
change too much, so that (i) the submodcl still applies and (ii) the values of
adjustable constants do not need to change. There are several reasons why
the application of submodels brings uncertainty in a CFD result:
• A complex fIow may invoh'e entirely new and unexpected
physicall chemical processes that are not accounted for in the original
submodel. In the absence of a better submodel, the user has no option
but to work with a less sophisticated description of the fIow.
• In spite of the availability of a more comprehensive submodel, the user
may deliberatcly sclect a simpler submodel with a less accurate account
of physicsl chemistry, e.g. to save time in computations.
• A complex fIow may include the same mixture of physicsl chemistry as
the original sim pIe fIows, but not exactly in the same blend, requiring
adjustments of the submodel constants.
• The empirical constants within the submodels represent a best fit of
experimental data, which will themselves have some uncertainty.
To clarify some of these points, we discuss the causes of physical model uncertainty in the k-E turbulence model, which was introduced in Chapter 3.
It is a two-equation turbulence modcl with fi\'e adjustable constants: CIl,
0" •• O"E">ClE"> ClE" This model is semi-empirical,
since the values of these five
constants have been calibrated to match results for decay of isotropic
turbulence and properties of thin shear layers such as boundary layers where
turbulence production and dissipation are nearly in balance. The k-E model
is used as an industry standard since it is comparatively cheap to run and
gives acceptable results in many cases. Its performance has been assessed
extensively and its fIaws are well documented. It performs well for fIows that
are fairly close to the cases used to calibrate the model constants, but is less
accurate when tackling fIows with more complex strain fields, e.g. boundary
layers with large adverse pressure gradients, separated and reattaching fIows,
strongly swirling fIows etc. In such fIows some of the physical processes
that affect turbulence parameters and, hence, the entire fIow field are not
captured within the k-E modelling framework. This leads to a contribution
to physical modelling uncertainty.
The standard k-E model includes the wall function approach. This is a
computationally economical method, which avoids having to resolve the
entire boundary layer profile by representing the properties of near-wall
turbulent boundary layers by means of algebraic relationships. The log-law
is itself an empirical description of fIow behaviour. Moreover, the constant E
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in log-Iaw equation (3.49) must be adjusted to account for the roughness of
the wall surface. As noted in section 3.7.2, there are stringent requirements
on the placement of near-wall grid points, which should be located at a
non-dimensional distance from the wall within the range 30 < y+ < 500. In
a complex 20 or 3D flow with separation and reattachment it is impossible
to satisfy the y+ requirements e\·erywhere, and there will be local violations
that may also affect downstream flow devclopment, giving rise to further
contributions to the physical modcl uncertainty.
Finally, we have already noted that the log-Iaw only describes turbulent
boundary layers with modest pressure gradients at high Reynolds numbers.
Additional techniques have since been devcloped to cope with low Reynolds
number turbulence and flows where it is deemed necessary to resolve the entire
boundary layer profile. In Chapter 3 we discussed low Reynolds number k-e
models. Currently, the most popular method is to use the two-Iayer model
whereby the properties of the near-wall region are not evaluated by means of
algebraic rclations, but extracted from the solution of a one-equation turbulence model. In this case the near-wall grid points must be positioned such
that y+ < 1 and at least 10-20 points are employed to resolve the boundary
layer profile. Careful attention must be paid to meshing detail to avoid
violation of these requirements.
Other turbulence modelling options within commercial CFO codes
include one-equation models (e.g. the Spalart-Allmaras model), other twoequation models (e.g. the k-úJ model), the Reynolds stress model (RSM)
and large eddy simulation (LES). They ali contain adjustable constants and,
hence, they can only capture exactly the class of flows that were used to
calibrate their values. Besides turbulence models, commercial CFO codes
also contain a range of submodels for other important applications areas,
e.g. combustion. Each submodcl will contain empirical constants that have
limited validity. In summary, the empirical nature of the submodels inside
a CFO code, the experimental uncertainty of the values of the submodel
constants and the appropriateness of the chosen submodel for the flow to
be studied together determine the levei of errors in the CFO results due to
physical model uncertainty.
Limited accuracy or lack of validity of s/mplifying assumptions
At the start of each CFO modelling exercise it is common practice to establish whether it is possible to apply one or more potential simplifications.
Considerable solution economy can be achieved if the flow can be treated as:
• Steady vs. transient
• Two-dimensional, axisymmetric, symmetrical across one or more planes
vs. fully three-dimensional
• Incompressible vs. compressible
• Adiabatic vs. heat transfer across the boundaries
• Single species/phase vs. multi-component/phase
In many cases it is relatively easy to see if a simplification is justifiable to good
accuracy. For example, the validity of the incompressible flow assumption
depends on the value of the Mach number M. The differences between
incompressible and compressible CFO simulations are slight when M < 0.3.
As M gets closer to unity the discrepancy between the two approaches gradually becomes larger, and hence the physical model uncertainty associated
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with the incompressible assumption will increase. Near M = I a CFD result
based on the incompressible flow assumption becomes meaningless, since
shocks cannot be reproduced.
In other cases, matters are less straightforward. Many flows exhibit geometrical symmctry about onc or two planes. I-Iowever, unless the inlet flow
posscsscs thc samc symmctry, a modcl simplification based on geometrical
symmetry will be inaccurate. Some flows through symmetrical passages are
scnsitively dcpendent on inflow conditions, c.g. the flow through gradual
area cnlargemcnts (diffusers). lt is tempting to simplify a CFD model by
approximating an almost uniform inflow into a symmetrical domain by
mcans of a uniform one. Howcver, if the divergcnce angle of a planar diffuser
is within the range 20°-60° the small asymmetry in the incoming flow will
be amplified and cause the flow to attach to one of the side walls accompanicd by rC\'crse flow on the opposite wall. This will, of course, lcad to
major discrcpancies betwecn the real flow and a CFD result based on thc
symmetry assumption.
A different type of problcm is encountered when we consider the stcady,
uniform oncoming flow around a cylinder with axis perpendicular to the
flow. For a very wide range of \'elocities, a periodic wake flow de\'elops
behind the cylinder, known as the von Karman mrtcx street. Simulations
with stcady flow and/or symmetry assumption would fail to capturc this
phcnomenon, with attendant loss of simulation accuracy.
Thc accuracy and appropriatencss of ali simplifying assumptions for
a given flow determine the size of their contribution to physical model
uncertainty.

Verification and
validation

Once it is recognised that errors and uncertainty are unavoidable aspects
of CFD modelling, it becomes necessary to develop rigorous methods to
quantify the levei of confidence in its results. In this context, the following
terminology due to AIAA (1998) and Oberkampf and Trucano (2002) has
now bccn widely accepted:
Verification: the process of determining that a model implementation
accurately represcnts the de\'eloper's conceptual description of the
model and the solution to the model. Roache (1998) coined the phrase
'soh'ing the cquations right'. This process quantifies the errors.
Validation: the process of determining the degree to which a model is
an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the
intended uses of the model. Roache (1998) called this 'soh'ing the right
equations'. This process quantifies the uncertainty.
Below we discuss the methods of verification and validation.
Verification

The process of \'erification invoh'es quantification of the errors, Since we are
ignoring computer coding errors and user errors, we need to estimate the
roundoff error, iterative convergence error and discrctisation error.
•

can be assessed by comparing CFD results obtained
using different levels of machine accuracy (e.g. in single precision,

ROlllldoJJ erro r
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7 significam figures in Fortran; or double precision, 16 significant
figures in Fortran).
• lterative convergence errar can be quamified by investigating the effects
of systematic variation of the truncation cri teria for ali residuais on
target quantities of imerest, e.g. the computed pressure drop or mass
fiow rate in an internal fiow, the force on an object in an external fiow,
the velocity at onc or more locations of imerest. Differences between the
values of a target quantity at various levels of the truncation cri teria
provi de a quantitative measure of the closeness to a fully converged
solution.
• Discreti-çation error is quantified by systematic refinement of the spacc
and time meshes. In high-quality CFD work we should aim to
demonstrate monotonic reduction of the discretisation error for target
quantities of interest and the fiow field as a whole on two or three
successive IeveIs ofrnesh refinernent. We briefiy describe the
methods used for discretisation error estimation.
We assume that the numerical solution satisfies the following conditions
(Roache, 1997):
• The fiow field is sufficiently smooth to justify the use of Taylor series
expansions (i.e. no discominuities in any of the fiow variables)
• The convergence is monotonic (i.e. if the value of a target quantity
increases/reduces by an amount X upon going from a coarse mesh to a
medium mesh, its value should again increase/reduce upon going from
the medium mesh to a fine mesh and the magnitude of the change
should be smaller than the magnitude of X)
• The numerical method is in its asymptotic range (i.e. the leading term
of the Taylor series expansion dominates the truncation error
behaviour)
If we
stated
target
inside

consider the numerical solution of a steady fiow problem under the
conditions we can write the following estimate of the error Ev in a
quantity U as a function of a reference size II of the control volumes
the mesh:

=

EV(/l)

U,xac/ - U

==

C/zP

(10.6 )

where C is a constam and p is the order of the numerical scheme
For two meshes with refinement ratio r = /Zz/ III and solutions UI and Uz it is
casy to show that the estimate of the discretisation error can be written in
terms of the difference Uz - UI between the two solutions:
E

_
V,I -

Uz

I-

UI

(1O.7a)

rP

(1O.7b)
where E v I is the erro r in the coarse solution and
Ev:z is the error in the fine mesh solution
Similar grid refinement techniques can be used to estimate the discretisation
error duc to the finite time step size. Roache (1997) also gave an error estimate
for fully implicit transient solutions based on an additional explicit solution
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using the original time step size, which is much more economical than time
step refinement.
Roache (1997) noted that the estimates of equations (10.7a-b) are appraximate and do not constitute bounds on the discretisation errar. He proposed
a so-called grid convergence indicator (GCI) to quantify the numerical error
in a CFD solution:
GCIu

= FsEu

(10.8)

where Fs is the safety factor
A conservative value of safety factor Fs = 3 is suggested.
Roache also noted that it should not be taken for granted that the actual
truncation error in a numerical solution will decay exactly in accordance with
the formal order p of accuracy of the basic numerical scheme. He gave
several examples where his investigations had shown this not to be the case
due to seemingly minor fiaws in the numerical method, and advocated using
the observed order of truncation errar decay on three successively refined
meshes. For constant refinement ratio r = hz/hl = h3/hz the observed order p
of the truncation rate decay can be found as follows:
(10.9)
where Vz - VI is the difference between the solutions on the
medium and coarse mesh
and V3 - Vz is the difference between the solutions on the fine and
medium mesh
In codes with fiaws the observed value of truncation errar reduction rate p
is always smaller than the formal order of accuracy p of the underlying
numerical schemes. In high-quality studies using two or more levels of
refinement, it is recommended that discretisation error formulae (10.7a-b)
should be evaluated using the observed value p from equation (10.9) and
used in conjunction with a reduced safety factor Fs = 1.25 in grid convergence index formula (10.8).
Finally, we note that the above methods merely estimate the numerical
errar of the code as it is and do not test whether the code itself accurately
refiects the mathematical model of the fiow envisaged by the code designer.
Oberkampf and Trucano (2002), therefore, argued that a complete programme of verification activities should always include a stage of systematic
comparison of CFD results with reliable benchmarks, i.e. highly accurate
solutions of (usually sim pie) fiow prablems, such as analytical solutions or
highly resolved numerical solutions.
Validation

The process of validation involves quantification of the input uncertainty
and physical model uncertainty .
•

ll1put Illlcertaillty can be estimated by means of sensitivity analysis
or uncertainty analysis. This involves multiple test runs of the CFD
model with different values of input data sampled fram prabability
distributions based on their mean value and expected variations.
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The observed variations of target quantities of interest can be used to
produce upper and lower bounds for their expected range and, hence,
are a useful measure of the input uncertainty. In sensitivity analysis the
effects of variations in each item of input data is studied individually.
Uncertainty analysis, on the other hand, considers possible interactions
due to simultaneous variations of different pieces of input data and
uses Monte Cado techniques in the design of the programme of CFO
test runs .
• Oberkampf and Trucano (2002) stated that quantitative assessment of
the ph)'sicalmodellil1g
1/11certail1t)' requires comparison of CFO results
with high-quality experimental results. They also noted that meaningful
validation is only possible in the presence of good quantitative estimates
of (i) ali numerical errors, (ii) input uncertainty and (iii) uncertainty of
the experimental data used in the comparison.
Thus, the ultimate test of a CFO model is a comparison between its output
and experimental data. However, the way in which such a comparison should
best be carried out is still a subject of discussion. The most common way of
reporting the outcome of a validation exercise is to draw a graph of a target
quantity (say, the discharge coefficient of an orifice, the force on an object in
the fIow) on the )'-axis and a fIow parameter (say, fIow velocity or Reynolds
number) on the x-axis. Ifthe difference between computed and experimental
values looks sufficiently small the CFO model is considered to be validated.
The latter judgement is rather subjective, and Coleman and Stern (1997)
proposed a more rigorous basis for validation comparisons drawing on the
practice of estimating uncertainty in experimental results involving several
independent sources of uncertainty. They suggested that the errors should
be combined statistically by calculating the sum of squares of estimates of
numerical errors, input uncertainty and experimental uncertainty to form an
estimate of validation uncertainty. A simulation is considered to be validated
if the difference between experimental data and CFO modcl results is smaller
than the validation uncertainty. The leveI of confidence in the CFO model is
indicated by the magnitude of the validation uncertainty.
Oberkampf and Trucano (2002) pointed out that this approach would
have the slightly paradoxical implication that it is easier to validate a CFO
result with poor-quality experimental results containing a large amount of
scatter. They suggested an alternative validation metric, which includes a
statistical contribution, the infIuence of which decreases as the variance
of the experimental data decreases with increase of the number of repeat
experiments. Thus, the metric indicates increased levels of confidence in a
validated CFO code if (i) the difference between the experimental data and
CFO results is small and (ii) the experimental uncertainty is small.
Irrespective of their individual merits, both methods prO\'ide a more
objective basis for validation comparisons, but interested readers are directed
to watch out for further developments since this topic is still in its early
stages.
Data sources for verification and validation
By now it should be clear that the accuracy of a CFO result cannot be taken
for granted, and verification and validation are mission-critical elements of
the confidence-building processo For this we require experimental data with
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(i) comprehensive documentation of problem geometry and boundary conditions, (ii) detailed measurements of distributions of flow properties, such
as velocity components, static/total pressure, temperature etc., and (iii)
complememary overall measurements, e.g. mass flow rate, overall pressure
drop etc. Naturally, we should limit ourse\ves to information from trusted
sources to generate a sufficiemly credible validation. Several public-access
databanks have now emerged to support CFD validation work. The most
prominent ones are:
• ERCOFTAC: http://ercoftac.mech.surrey.ac.uk/
- the leading
database with links to refereed experimental datasets and high-quality
CFD simulations induding LES and DNS
• NASA: http://www.1arc.nasa.gov/reports/reports.htm/NACA and
NASA reports in downloadable form
• Flownet: hup://dataserv.inria.fr/flownet/
- EU database
• Overview of current validation resources:
hup: // www.cfd-online.com/Resources/
refs.html
The following journals have been useful to authors in the past:
• Annual Review oJ Fluid /vlechanics
• Joumal oJ Fluid Meclzanics
• AIAA Joumal
• Joumal oJ Fluids Engineering, Transactions oJthe ASME
• Joumal oJ Heat Transfir, TrallSactions oJ the ASME
• Intemational Joumal oJ Heat and A1ass Transfir
• Intenzational Joumal oJ Heat and Fluid Flow
• Combustion and Flame
• Physics oJ Fluids
• Experimmts in Fluids
• Intemational Jo zmza I oJ Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics
• Joumal oJ Power Engineering, TransactiollS oJ the ASME
• JoumaloJTurbomachinery,
TransactiollS oJthe ASME
• Proceedings oJthe IMeclzE, Part C: Joumal oJ Mechanical Engineering
Science

If suitable experimental results for a comprehensive validation are not available, it will be necessary to idemify a dataset for a dosely related problem. If
the problem chosen for validation is sufficiently dose to the actual problem
to be studied, we should be able to apply roughly the same CFD approach in
both cases. However, we have already seen that some flow problems can be
very sensitive to apparently minor changes in the boundary conditions or
problem geometry. So care must be taken in the formulation of validation
cases, and past experience should play an importam role in the justification
of the chosen approach.
In the absence of high-quality measurements, we may have to seule for
comparison of CFD output against other data in academic or industrial
journals. The Engineering Science Data Unit (ESDU) database also provides
a particularly comprehensive collection of carefully refereed engineering
design information with many fluid flow data items (hup:l/www.esdu.com/
- readers should be aware that a subscription fee is payable for access to this
database). Finally, it should be noted that a sufficient levei of confidence
in CFD simulations can only be achieved through rigorous verification
and validation. If the search for validation data draws a complete blank it is
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essential that a reasonable programme of experimentation be undertaken
alongside CFD to provi de solid foundations for design recommendations.

Guidelines for
best practice
in CFD

Our review ofthe subject has shown that the scope for errors and uncertainty
in the study of complex industrial systems with CFD is huge, due to the
large variety of user inputs and modelling choices that must be made. The purpose of verification and validation activities is the quantification of errors and
uncertainty. Best practice guidelines, on the other hand, seek to define routes
to maximise the accuracy and levei of confidence in CFD models within the
constraints of existing knowledge and available resources. We review the two
most influential sets of guidelines, AIAA (1998) and ERCOFT AC (2000),
which set out the main rules for the conduct of CFD modelling studies
with a view to confidence building in industrial applications. In the previous material of this section we have broadly followed the development
of the concepts of error, uncertainty, verification and validation in these
references. Here we highlight some further aspects of the two sets of guidelines that have not already been covered in this section.
AIAA guide (1.998)
The AIAA guide was the first to be compiled and gives particular emphasis
to CFD in complex systems. It develops the foundations of quality assurance
and software engineering in CFD through cross-references with sources in
other fields and explains the approach to verification and validation for
confidence building in CFD results. In addition to this, two further issues
are raised that require careful attention:
• The AIAA guide notes that the processes of verification and validation
can only demonstrate satisfactory performance of a CFD code for
specific instances of its use through com pari sons of the code output
with high-quality benchmark solutions and high-quality experiments.
This notion stems from the complexity of industrial fluid flow problems
and the wide range of numerical parameters that need to be selected as
user inputs to generate CFD results.
This cautious position implies that, given the present state of the art, it
is not possible to validate a CFD code for a new real-life industrial flow
problem without high-quality experimental data for this actual problem. In
our summary of validation we have suggested that we would probably be
confident of a satisfactory outcome of a CFD model of a new, real-life problem if we had demonstrated satisfactory performance in a case that is in some
sense sufficiently dose. We believe that this is justifiable if there is a substantial peripheral knowledge base available, e.g. in the form of background
knowledge of the fundamentais of fluid dynamics and associated topics,
experimental data and operating experience with existing designs or similar
devices on the market. In an industrial setting this is often the case and can
be exploited to help decide which problem is sufficiently well understood
and dose to a new flow problem to help with validation activities.
The AIAA guide also contains specific recommendations for the conduct
of modelling studies in cases with complex systems for which it is recognised
that it is impossible or toa expensive to obtain high-quality data on the full
system. Below we summarise the approach:
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• The credibility of the predictions of a CFD model is directly affected
by the levei of complexity of the problem to be tackled. Real-life flow
problems include many sources of complexity associated with multidimensional and/or unsteady flow, geometric complexity, complex flow
physics and/or chemistry. It is unrealistic to expect the same levei of
confidence for CFD models of very complex systems (aeroengine,
furnace etc.) and of sim pie unit problems (e.g. internal flow through
a straight pipe or orifice, external flow around an aerofoil or obstacle).
The AIAA guide suggests that a building block approach be applied
to the modelling of complex systems. The complexity of the full system
is reduced by decomposition into simpler sub-systems. This process
of complexity reduction is carried through in successive stages and
ends with the identification of a series of simple unit problems for
which high-quality experimental data are available and, therefore,
comprehensive validation is possible. Lessons learnt in connection
with the conduct of CFD simulations (numerical parameter choices,
meshing practice etc.) should be implemented as the study progresses
back upwards through the various stages of sub-systems in the direction
of increased complexity. At each stage CFD results are compared with
experimental data to refine the modelling approach, whilst taking note
that problem definition and measured data are likely to be less precise
as we approach the real-life flow system.
Thus, the AIAA guide provides a comprehensive strategy for the modelling
of complex industrial flow problems, which (i) builds on strong foundations of well-validated sim pie unit problems, (ii) systematically increases
the complexity of the models, (iii) incorporates alllearning experiences and
(iv) exploits the maximum number of opportunities for validation on the way
from sim pie unit problems to the full problem.
ERCOFTAC guidelines (2000)
The ERCOFT AC guidelines provide an authoritative set of best practice
rules for the conduct ofless complex flow problems. The focus is on the prediction of single phase fluid flow and heat transfer and methods to quantify
and minimise ali sources of error and uncertainty. The document contains an
extended section on the application of classical turbulence models, i.e. those
based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The guide is aimed
at less experienced users, and its practical implementation in CFD modelling
is facilitated by the provision of extensive checklists. Moreover, eight case
studies are presented with application of the guidelines and demonstrations
of the achievable accuracy in flows ranging in complexity from a sudden pipe
expansion to a low-speed centrifugal compressor.
We would encourage ali readers to strive to develop a high-quality CFD
approach based on the AIAA and ERCOFT AC guidelines and urge them
to consult both references and further industry-specific guidelines such
as MARNET -CFD (https://pronet.wsatkins.co.uk/marnet/guidelines/
guide.html), Chen and Srebric (2001, 2002) and Srebric and Chen (2002)
for more detailed advice. Moreover, we also draw attention to emerging
networks, such as QNET (http://www.qnet-cfd.netl)
and eFluids (http://
www.efluids.coml). devoted to the dissemination of information relating to
fluid mechanics as well as best practice in CFD.
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In order to open up CFO simulations to independent scrutiny within industrial organisations it is essential to have a comprehensive and uniform system
of reporting. This is also useful as a basis for archiving simulations for future
use with the ultimate aim of preserving past learning experiences and spreading best practice throughout groups of users within an organisation. First we
suggest a list of items necessary for documentation of user input.
Input documentation
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

General description of the problem and purpose of CFO simulation
Code chosen for solution of problem
Computing platform used for run
Schematic diagram of the region of interest with ali key dimensions,
fIow inlets and outlets
Boundary conditions - include comments on/justifications of
assumptions made and known areas of approximation or lack of
information
Initial conditions for transient fIow simulations or field initialisations for
steady fIow studies
Fluid properties - include comments/justifications of assumptions and
data sources
Modelling option selections: (i) laminar/turbulent + turbulence model +
near-wall treatment, (ii) combustion model, (iii) other physical models with comments/ justifications on selections
Grid design: temporal mcsh, space mesh including one or more
diagrams of thc grid that are sufficiently clear to illustrate thc approach
to mesh design - also givc written comments on compromises and
details of grid-indcpcndence study
Solution algorithm choices - particularly non-default choices; note that
default settings may change as a CFO code evolves, so a comprehensive
summary of ali the main selections (first/second-order schemes,
multigrid options, segregated/coupled solver etc.) is preferable for
long-term archiving
Iterative convergence criteria choices: settings of truncation levels for
residuais and choice of additional target quantitics for convergence
monitoring
Brief summary of particular aspects of simulation design that required
special attention to get simulation to work and to get accurate results,
also noting unresolved problem issues

Next, wc list items to assist scrutiny and confidence building in result
analysis and reporting.
Result interpretation and reporting
Alongside options for alphanumeric output, commercial CFO codes have
the ability to produce a wide variety of rcsult visualisations, such as:
•
•
•
•

Velocity vector plots
Streaklines and particle paths
Contour plots of fIow variable
Profile plots
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• Grid display
• View manipulation
It is important to note that high-quality presentation is not necessarily synonymous with high-quality results. Less experienced users should not be
taken in by the power of the post-pracessing capabilities of a CFD code.
Before communicating the findings of a CFD study and drawing conclusions
it is essential that the quality of the results is checked thoroughly by verification and validation. Below, we summarise the main elements to be checked
and documented:
Verification stIUZ)':give estimates of numerical errars. For high-accuracy
work ali key target quantities should be shown to be independent of
iterative convergence criterion and mesh. Diagrams of spatial
distributions of residuais can help illustrate regions of unacceptably high
residuais even if global residuais are sufficiently low to indicate iterative
convergence. Identify where compramises were necessary if the results
are still grid dependent.
• QJlantification o/ input IIncertainty: the main prablem is generally
specification of the boundary conditions; where necessary also consider
fluid praperties.
Validation study: summarise method used to validate CFD approach;
outline how the AIAA building block appraach was applied if a complex
system is studied; give comments on how impraved match with
experimental data was achieved by changes to the modelling strategy.
• Further confidence in the results can be built by analysis of the results
using basic knowledge of fluid dynamics and conservation laws. This
might involve consistency checks to identify where results are different
fram expectations. An obvious check would be a test of global mass,
momentum, energy and species conservation by balancing the fluxes in
and out of the region of interest with the sum of ali sources and sinks
inside the domain.

We have previously noted that time constraints and computer resources
often determine the acceptable degree of convergence of a CFD simulation.
This means that global conservation checks will not show exact balance of
ali the relevant fluxes and rates of creation and destruction. However, a
significant departure fram global conservation indicates prablems.
Whilst we have made it clear that the only true quality check is validation,
it is advisable to apply a range of common-sense quality tests where new flow
problems are investigated. These can be based on a general understanding
of fluid mechanics and/or specific knowledge of the application that is being
studied. Here we give some items (trivial and prafound) that might be
checked when the outcome of a CFD simulation is evaluated:
• Fluid flows fram high to low pressure (in pressure-driven flows)
• Static pressure decreases when velocity increases (Bernoulli's theorem
for inviscid flows)
• Friction losses cause a decrease of total pressure in the direction of flow
(viscous flow)
• Entropy must increase in the flow direction in a flow without heat
transfer (consequence af second law of thermadynamics)
• The speed af a fluid near a stationary wall is smaller than the speed
further away fram the wall (baundary layer formatian)
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• Flow adopts a fully developed state after a sufficiently long distance in a
straight duct with constant cross-section
• Boundary layers rapidly separate under the influence of an adverse
pressure gradient (pressure increases in the direction of flow outside the
boundary layer)
• Flows will usually separate at corners
• If a flow separates there is always recirculation
• A flow emerging into a large expanse of fluid from a small hole generally
forms a jet
• Pressures are higher at the outside of a bend (or curved streamline) and
lower at the inside due to centrifugal forces
• Pressure increases with depth in a liquid due to gravity
• Heat flows from regions of high to low temperature
• Hot fluid rises and cold fluid sinks under the influence of gravity
• Turbulence is generated in regions with sheared flow, i.e. where velocity
gradients are high
It is obviously not possible to give a comprehensive list of items, and we
should aim to develop specitic checks for the flow problem to be studied
based on our knowledge of fluid dynamics, heat transfer etc. and comprehensive research of the background to the problem.

Summary

Trust and contidence are essential issues in industrial applications of CFD
modelling. In this chapter we have detined:
• Errors: deticiencies in a CFD model that are not caused by lack of
knowledge
• Uncertainty: deticiencies in a CFD model that are caused by lack of
knowledge
The main sources of errors are:
• Numerical errors: roundoff, truncation of iterative sequences,
discretisation erro r
• Coding errors
• Use r errors
In our discussion of iterative convergence we have introduced the detinition
of the most commonly used convergence indicator: the normalised global
residual. We have also touched on the importance of good mesh design for
the control of the levei and distribution of discretisation errors.
The main sources of uncertainty are:
• Input uncertainty: model deticiencies associated with limited or
inaccurate knowledge of domain geometry, boundary conditions or fluid
properties
• Physical model uncertainty: model deticiencies due to limited accuracy
or lack of validity of submodels or simplifying assumptions
We have given examples of each of these sources of modelling erro r and
uncertainty and discussed their effect on CFD results. To quantify the
errors and uncertainty in CFD results we have detined the processes of
veritication and validation:
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• Verification: the process of determining the match between the CFO
results and the conceptual mode! of the fluid flow to quantify errors
• Validation: the process of determining the match between the CFO
results and the real flow problem to quantify uncertainty
Given the dominam contribution of discretisation errors in many practical
CFO simulations we have stressed the importam role played by systematic
mesh refinement studies in the verification process, resulting in the following estimates of erro r in a fine and coarse solution:
E
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We have also introduced the grid convergence index proposed by Roache:
( 10.8)

and discussed his proposal to use the actual order p of discretisation error
decay, which can be obtained from a grid-refinement study using two
refinement leve!s (i.e. three grids):
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We have outlined the crucial part played by validation and given pointers to
trusted, high-quality sources of experimental data that can be used for the
validation of CFO codes and models.
Finally, we have summarised brief extracts from the prominent AIAA
and ERCOFT AC guide!ines for best practice in CFO, which have been
devclopcd to he!p users get the best possible results out of CFO with available computing resources. We have also made some recommendations for
uniform reporting and documentation of CFO mode!s and their results.

